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Congratulations JHU C/O 2007!

Congrats Seniors! You made it through the trials and tribulations of attending Hopkins. From being the new kids on the block to being the top dogs. Late nights in the D-level of the library. Cramming for a midterm. Staying up till 3am writing a paper. Creating concoctions or dissecting things in lab. Innumerable gallons of coffee. Tons of late night snacks. Late night trips in search for food. Four years of hard, seemingly endless, work, and now, here you are. YOU DID IT!

Congratulations on graduating and the best of luck in all of your endeavors!
Seniors

Crab Fest

Good Food, Good Friends, and Good Times. That's what the Senior Crab Fest is about. A chance for all of the Seniors and their peers to get together and enjoy some grub before they graduate and pursue different ventures. These students certainly weren't gonna let an opportunity for food pass by. College students after all are notorious for having the munchies. And tons of crab certainly isn't a bad way to satisfy those urges.
Baseball

Stark:
3/10/08 vs. Rutgers-Newark: W, 8-7
-RussMatt Greater Phoenix Invitational-
3/14/08 vs. Pitt-Bradford: W, 7-4 (8); W, 16-1
3/15/08 vs. Cortland State: L, 10-8
3/16/08 vs. Wheaton (Mass.): L, 13-8
3/17/08 vs. Keene State: L, 9-8
3/18/08 vs. Western New England: W, 12-7
3/19/08 vs. Williams College: W, 8-5
3/20/08 vs. Springfield College: W, 11-4
Wisconsin La-Crosse: W, 16-10
3/21/08 vs. Dakota State: W, 13-6
3/22/08 vs. Hamline: W, 14-3
3/23/08 vs. McDaniel College: W, 16-3
3/23/08 at McDaniel College: W, 17-0
3/29/08 vs. Swarthmore: W, 12-1
vs. Swarthmore: W, 18-2
04/02/08 at Washington (Minn.): W, 12-1
04/03/08 at Catholic: W, 7-6
04/04/08 at Muhlenberg: W, 7-6
at Muhlenberg: L, 8-5
04/08/08 at Gettysburg College: W, 10-5
04/10/08 vs. Villa Julie College: W, 9-4
04/11/08 vs. Gettysburg College: W, 18-4
04/12/08 at Ursinus: W, 5-2
at Ursinus: W, 11-4
04/15/08 vs. Dickinson: W, 13-2
04/16/08 vs. Washington (Md.): W, 27-4
04/19/08 at Dickinson: W, 24-7
04/19/08 vs. Franklin & Marshall: W, 10-3
vs. Franklin & Marshall: W, 12-6
04/20/08 at Montclair State: W, 12-3
04/24/08 vs. York (Pa.): W, 14-5
04/26/08 vs. Haverford: L, 7-2
vs. Haverford: W, 9-7
Centennial Conference Tournament
05/02/08 vs. Muhlenberg: W, 9-1
05/03/08 vs. Franklin & Marshall: W, 16-6
05/04/08 vs. Haverford: W, 5-4
05/05/08 vs. Mary Washington: W, 17-10
NCAA South Regional Tournament
05/14/08 vs. Christopher Newport: L, 8-6 (10)
05/15/08 vs. Randolph-Macon: W, 13-8
05/16/08 vs. Piedmont: W, 13-6
05/17/08 vs. Lynchburg: W, 7-5
vs. Salisbury: W, 9-4
NCAA Division III College World Series
05/23/08 vs. Adrian: W, 3-2 (14)
05/24/08 vs. Chapman: W, 5-4
05/25/08 vs. Trinity (Conn.): L, 8-5
05/26/08 vs. UW-Whitewater: W, 12-11
05/27/08 vs. Trinity (Conn.): W, 4-3
vs. Trinity (Conn.): L, 5-4
Jon Solomon (Sr.), Jonas Fester (Sr.), Brian Youchak (So.), Nate Adelman (Sr.), Dan Merzel (Jr.), Pete Smith (Jr.), Lee Bolyard (So.), Isaac Katz (Sr.), Greg Gotimer (Sr.), Brian Dudie (Sr.), Joe Borrelli (So.), Chez Angeloni (Jr.), Greg Harbeck (So.), Tim Rappazzo (So.), Ryan Kuhlm (Sr.), Todd Emr (Sr.), Brendan Walsh (So.), Tony Margve (Sr.), Marco Simmons (So.), Ryan Kealy (Sr.), Dave Garber (Jr.), Joe Zaccaria (Sr.), Dave Fioretti (Jr.), Nick Erardi (Sr.), Matt Benchener (Sr.), Rob Pietroforte (Sr.), Pat Steffe (Sr.), Nick Venezia (Sr.), John Swarr (So.), Ryan Biner (Jr.), Matt Goldman (Jr.), Chris Huisman (So.), Dave Kahn (So.), Paul Martone (Sr.), Andrew Pevsner (So.), Dan Schiffrin (Jr.), Jesse Sikorski (Fr.), Kris Standish (Jr.), Henry Strieg (Jr.), Tim Sullivan (So.), Harrison Taylor (Jr.), Matt Wiegand (So.)

Player 32 slides into the base just before the ball touches him. The pitchers toss a curve ball to the opposing team in the hopes of a strike. The Hopkins Baseball Team works hard to stay on point during their games on the field. They do this by many practices during the week and even on the weekends, sometimes beginning early in the morning. This is a group of dedicated young men who are certainly passionate about playing ball.
What an amazing block! These b-ball players certainly play hard as shown through their amazing jump shots and excellent team work.

Collin Kamm (Jr.), Dan Growly (Fr.), Matt Dapas (So.), Pat O’Connell (So.), Ryan Purcell (Jr.), Scott Weisenfeld (Jr.), Max Trumble (Fr.), Andrew Farber-Miller (So.), Scott Ladd (Sr.), John Alberici (Fr.), Kevin Roach (Sr.), Adam Baumgartner (So.), Doug Poister (Sr.)
Men's Basketball

Stats:
11/16/07 Carnegie Mellon W 81-73
11/17/07 Stockton 74-78
11/20/07 at Hood 43-52 L 350
11/24/07 Washington W 69-52
11/25/07 Villa Julie WOT 64-61
11/28/07 at Franklin & Marshall 61-70 L
12/01/07 Sartmore W 73-59
12/05/07 at Gettysburg 77-82 L
12/08/07 at Dickinson W 70-59
01/04/08 vs Elizabethtown 67-74 L
01/05/08 vs Eastern W 71-62
01/09/08 at Ursinus 57-62
01/12/08 Haverford W 65-51
01/16/08 Muhlenberg WOT 100-91
01/19/08 at Swarthmore WOT 76-73
01/23/08 McDaniel 56-59 L
01/26/08 Dickinson W 74-53
01/30/08 at Washington W 70-57
02/02/08 Ursinus 66-82 L
02/06/08 Franklin & Marshall W 64-59
02/09/08 at Haverford WOT 64-63
02/13/08 Gettysburg 56-67 L
02/16/08 at Muhlenberg W 61-47 448
02/20/08 at McDaniel WOT 76-68
02/23/08 Washington WOT 69-68
03/01/08 vs Gettysburg 69-80 L

Hopkins Basketball team plays to win. They have lots of energy for those jump shots and alley-oops. All of their hard certainly pays off when they get on the court.
The Women of the Hopkins Basketball team work together to bring their team to victory. Player 2 is communicating with her teammates in order to achieve success. Player 24 makes an excellent jump shot!
Leigh McAdams (So.), Britni Lonesome (So.), Steph Kielb (So.), Caitlin Sloane (Jr.), Jonay Foster (Jr.), Katie Biggart (So.), Anastasia Wynn (So.), Jenna Berninger (Jr.), Leslie Markun (So.), Lyndsay Burton (Fr.), Siobhan Callanan (Fr.), Hayley Falk (Fr.), Kristin Phillips (Jr.), Sarah DePaolo (Jr.), Monica Mitchell (So.), Andrea Dodrill (Sr.)

These ladies work together on the court to win. Through their smooth dribbling and effective strategizing- these ladies achieve success. All of their hard work in the gym is worth it when they shoot those game-winning baskets.
The men on the Crew team are very dedicated as demonstrated by the fact that they have practice at 5am almost every morning. That’s early! However this group of young men are certainly very energetic in the water, regardless of what hour of the day it is. The men of the crew team work together to row their way through the hundreds of meters of water they must pass through.
The crew team work together in rowing their boat across the water.
The smooth strokes made by the women of the Crew team help them easily glide through the water.
The women of the Hopkins Crew Team also hit the water at early hours of the morning. They work together to get their boat into the water. They demonstrate exceptional teamwork when rowing out in the water. They row in sync with each other to propel themselves through the water.

Clare Blubaugh (Sr.), Katie Blumer (Jr.), Allison Carlstrom (So.), Courtney Cunningham (Jr.), Vanessa Damm (Jr.), Rachel Gross (Fr.), Pia Heilmann (Fr.), Uejin Kim (So.), Roseann Martin (So.), Jenna Rossoff (Jr.), Beth Simmonds (Fr.), Madison West (Jr.), Amelia Whitman (Jr.), Rebecca Williamson (Jr.)

Novice: Zainab Nejati, Cathy Nguyen (So.), Nicole Pangborn (So.), Carolyn Pearce (Fr.), Alexis Roy (Fr.), Sam Ruff (Fr.), Lauren Thompson (Fr.), Linda Zhou (Fr.)
The members of the Cross Country Team certainly show endurance through their long runs. Their training certainly shows when they put their foot on the pavement.
The cross country runners push through to run those long distances. They have plenty of strength and self discipline especially to keep on going as the number of miles they've run increases. Run! Run!
The Men and Women on the fencing team show great skill with their blades. This skill has been honed over a great number of years and it certainly shows.
The fencers demonstrate finesse when they whip their blades in competition.
Jennifer Motylinski (Fr.), Meghan Marshall (Jr.), Chantal Serle (So.), Katie Wong (Jr.), Sarah Bender (Sr.), Sophia Tieu (So.), Lucy Webster (Sr.), Megan Maguire (Sr.), Leah Dudley (Gr.), Meaghan Malloy (So.), Sarah Jacobs (Fr.), Sydney Greenberg (Fr.), Lori Vislocky (Sr.), Emily Miller (Jr.), Leah Horton (Jr.), Lindsay McKenna (Fr.), Kristin Strief (Sr.), Brittany Bland (So.), Kelly Kimmerling (So.), Ariana Branchini (Fr.), Adair Landy (Jr.), Andrea Vandersall (So.), Hayden Maloney (Fr.), Catie Farrow (So.), Gabi Henn (So.)
The Field Hockey team can be found practicing on the Homewood field. These girls work especially hard to bring their team to victory out on the field. Their smooth moves on the field help them achieve their goals. Their intelligent strategizing also helps them to prepare to defeat their opponent.
Stats:
09/01/07 at Hampden-Sydney W, 17-16
09/08/07 vs. Randolph-Macon L, 18-9
09/14/07 vs. Gettysburg L, 41-10
09/22/07 vs. Moravian L, 44-10
09/29/07 at Muhlenberg L, 28-21
10/06/07 at Dickinson W, 20-17
10/13/07 vs. Ursinus L, 17-10
10/27/07 at Juniata W, 42-21
11/03/07 vs. Franklin & Marshall L, 19-11
11/10/07 at McDaniel W, 31-3

These players are certainly making leaps and bounds in order to get those touchdowns. Go Blue Jays!
Hopkins' Football team works hard to make those touchdowns. But they make it look so easy. The way they just glide past their opponents with the ball is amazing. Their tactics are hard at work when the ball is in their hands.
Stats:
02/23/08 vs. Albany TV W, 10-5
03/01/08 vs. Princeton TV W, 14-9
03/04/08 vs. UMBC TV W, 10-8
03/08/08 at Hofstra L, 8-7 (OT)
03/15/08 vs. Syracuse TV L, 14-13 (OT)
03/22/08 at Virginia TV L, 12-13 (OT)
03/29/08 vs. North Carolina TV L, 13-8
04/05/08 at Duke TV L, 17-6
04/12/08 vs. Maryland TV W, 10-4
04/19/08 at Navy W, 12-5
04/23/08 vs. Towson TV W, 16-7
04/28/08 vs. Mount St. Mary's TV W, 12-1
05/03/08 at Loyola TV W, 9-6
NCAA Tournament
05/11/08 vs. Hofstra TV W, 10-4
05/17/08 at Navy TV W, 10-4
05/24/08 vs. Duke TV W, 10-9
05/26/08 vs. Syracuse L, 13-10

These lacrosse players are certainly smooth runners, especially with those lacrosse sticks. They slide in and out of the other team's paths to score goals.
Max Levine (So.), Nathan Matthews (So.), Andrew Miller (Jr.), Garrett Stanwick (Sr.), Michael Powers (So.), Michael Gvozden (So.), Matt Bocklet (Sr.), Ben O'Neill (Sr.), Paul Rabil (Sr.), Steven Boyle (So.), George Castle (Sr.), Stephen Peyser (Sr.), Josh Peck (Jr.), Michael Doneger (Sr.), Michael Kimmel (So.), Eric Zerrlaut (Gr.), Lorenzo Heholt (So.), Austin Walker (Jr.), Brian Christopher (Jr.), Conor Cassidy (So.), Nolan Matthews (Sr.), Kevin Huntley (Sr.), Tim Donovan (Fr.), Mark Bryan (Jr.), Tom Duerr (Jr.), Nick Donoghue (Jr.), Dave Spaulding (So.), Will Jawish (Jr.), Val Washington (Sr.), Michael Evans (Jr.), Zach Tedeschi (So.), Matt Dolente (Fr.), Andrew Jaffe (Jr.), John Franklin (Sr.), Mark Goodrich (Fr.), Trey Sheain (Gr.), Max Chautin (So.), Kyle Wharton (Fr.), Matt Drenan (Jr.), Sam DeVore (So.), Mike Maydick (Fr.), Greg Harrington (So.), Eric DiProspero (Fr.), Orry Michael (Fr.), Tim Everson (Jr.)

These lacrosse players not only work hard to be the best, they play hard. Their dedication to the game certainly shows when you see them out on the field.

The Hopkins lacrosse team as NCAA champs in 2006 certainly has something to be proud of. When these players go out on the field, they give the game their all.
The girls on the Hopkins lacrosse team show no fear against their challengers as they lunge for the ball.
Ashely White (Fr.), Milly Brugger (Fr.), Sarah Gallion (Sr.), Brooke Foussadier (Fr.), Jenny Higgins (Jr.), Brianna Cronin (Fr.), Kim Dubansky (So.), Paige Ibello (So.), Lizzie Rupp (So.), Kirby Houck (Sr.), Danielle Ensley (So.), Katie Dumais (Sr.), Erin O'Boyle (Sr.), Sam Schrum (So.), Amelia Harris (Jr.), Erin Russell (So.), Brooke Lipinski (Fr.), Gina Maranto (Jr.), Sally Mancini (Jr.), Angela Hughes (So.), Lauren Schwarzmann (Sr.), Kadie Stamper (Sr.), Brett Bathras (So.), Julianne Wisner (Fr.), Abby Duggan (So.), Jess Buicko (Jr.), Lizzie OFerrall (So.)

This player makes a quick grab for the ball while it's still in the air, before the other team gets a hold of it. Way to go!

These lacrosse girls reach for the ball. This group of talented young girls certainly excel out on the field. These are some determined girls!
These soccer players may not be able to use their hands, but they certainly know how to use their heads.
Hopkins soccer players are certainly fierce. They have no problem going for the ball and kicking it to the goal.
Women's Soccer

Stats:
09/01/07 vs. Carnegie Mellon
Homewood Field W, 2-1
09/02/07 vs. Christopher Newport
Homewood Field L, 4-1
09/05/07 vs. Misericordia
Homewood Field W, 3-0
TCNJ Tournament
09/08/07 vs. Amherst Ewing, NJ T, 1-1 (2OT)
09/09/07 vs. Washington & Jefferson Ewing, NJ W, 1-0
09/15/07 at Washington (Md.)
Chesterstown, MD W, 9-0
09/19/07 vs. Saint Mary's
Homewood Field W, 4-0
09/21/07 at Frostburg State
Frostburg, MD L, 4-1
09/25/07 vs. Dickinson Homewood
Field W, 2-1
09/29/07 at Haverford Haverford,
PA L, 1-0
10/01/07 vs. TCNJ Homewood Field
L, 1-0 (OT)
10/03/07 at Swarthmore
Swarthmore, PA W, 1-0 (2ot)
10/06/07 vs. Gettysburg College
Homewood Field W, 1-0 (OT)
10/10/07 at Franklin & Marshall
Lancaster, PA W, 3-0
10/13/07 vs. Muhlenberg
Homewood Field W, 3-1
10/20/07 vs. Bryn Mawr Homewood
Field W, 8-0
10/23/07 vs. McDaniel College
Homewood Field W, 1-0
10/27/07 at Ursinus Collegeville, PA
Postponed
10/28/07 at Ursinus Collegeville, PA
T, 0-0 (2ot)
Centennial Conference
tournament
11/03/07 vs. Gettysburg College
Homewood Field W, 2-0
11/04/07 vs. Ursinus Homewood
Field W, 2-0
NCAA Tournament
11/10/07 vs. Virginia Wesleyan
Pomona, NJ L, 2-0

This girl makes quite a dive to get to the ball
Kerry Hamilton (Sr.), Naomi Sell (So.), Jessica Cynowiec (So.), Jane O'Conner (Jr.), Jenn Paulucci (Fr.), Allie Zazzali (Fr.), Francesca Peretti (Jr.), Sarah Gieszl (Fr.), Molly Steele (Jr.), Kim Lane (Sr.), Abby Tonge (So.), Kristen Gendron (So.), Lisa Irizarry (Jr.), Claire Pelura (So.), Natalie Held (So.), Sara Tankard (Fr.), Mary Kate Franchetti (So.), Katie Cleffi (So.), Ashley Sutherland (So.), Chrissy McCurdy (Jr.), Johanna Chapin (Sr.), Erin Stafford (Fr.), Cassandra Vogel (Sr.), Kate Dunn (So.), Caitlin Moore (So.), Rhiannon Desideri (Fr.), Karen Guszkowski (So.)

These teammates congratulate each other on a job well done. This girl is demonstrating some swift running skills to try and get the ball.

These girls know some techniques to fend off those that would like to take the ball from them. They don't show any signs of giving up the ball that easily.
Stats:
10/19/07 at Navy Annapolis, MD L, 162-95
10/26/07 at Maryland College Park, MD L, 154-108
10/27/07 at Franklin & Marshall Lancaster, PA W, 145-110
11/09/07 at Loyola (Md) Baltimore, MD W, 202-153
11/10/07 at VMI Baltimore, MD W, 267-71
11/29/07 Kenyon Invitational Gambier, OH All Day
12/01/07 Kenyon Invitational Gambier, OH Third/265.5 pts
01/12/08 vs. Rowan Baltimore, MD W, 159-95
01/18/08 vs. TCNJ Baltimore, MD W, 237-91
01/19/08 vs. West Chester Baltimore, MD W, 182-146
02/02/08 vs. Emory Chapel Hill, NC W, 144-136
at North Carolina Chapel Hill, NC L, 130-158
02/29/08 ECAC Championships Pittsburgh, PA 3rd/123 pts
03/01/08 ECAC Championships Pittsburgh, PA 2nd/310 pts
03/02/08 ECAC Championships Pittsburgh, PA 2nd/464 pts
03/20/08 NCAA Championships Oxford, OH 2nd/110 pts
03/21/08 NCAA Championships Oxford, OH 3rd/224 pts
03/22/08 NCAA Championships Oxford, OH 2nd/330 pts
The men of the Hopkins swimming team take a dive. They dive with finesse into the water. These guys are definitely like fish in the water.

These Hopkins swimmers make the battle against the water look so easy.

The end of the race is nearly in sight. It's those last few seconds that count the most.
These girls are certainly prepared to battle against the water. Before diving into the water, they take some time to relax, and think about the race ahead. Once they're in the water though, they're off like rockets.
These girls propel themselves through the water at great speed. Nothing but their speed through the water is on their mind. Their goal is clear - to win.
Stats:
ITA DIII National Team Indoor Championships
02/22/08 vs. #2 Emory St. Peter, MN L, 6-3
02/23/08 vs. #9 Trinity (TX) St. Peter, MN L, 5-4
vs. #4 DePauw St. Peter, MN L, 7-2
02/13/08 at Gettysburg College Gettysburg, PA W, 8-1
02/17/08 at Florida Tech Melbourne, FL W, 5-4
03/18/08 at Flagler St. Augustine, FL W, 7-2
03/26/08 at McDaniel College Westminster, MD W, 9-0
03/28/08 at Mary Washington Fredericksburg, VA L, 5-4
03/29/08 vs. Muhlenberg Baltimore, MD W, 9-0
03/30/08 vs. Washington & Lee Swarthmore, PA L, 5-4
04/05/08 at Ursinus Collegeville, PA W, 9-0
04/06/08 at Carnegie Mellon Pittsburgh, PA W, 6-3
04/09/08 vs. Washington (Md.) Baltimore, Md. W, 9-0
04/12/08 at Franklin & Marshall Lancaster, PA W, 9-0
04/13/08 vs. Salisbury Baltimore, MD W, 6-3
04/15/08 at Haverford Haverford, PA W, 9-0
04/19/08 vs. Dickinson Baltimore, MD W, 9-0
04/20/08 at Swarthmore Swarthmore, PA W, 7-2
Centennial Conference Tournament
04/26/08 vs. Washington (Md.) Baltimore, MD W, 5-0
NCAA Tournament
05/03/08 at TCNJ Ewing, NJ L, 5-4
05/05/08 NCAA Singles & Doubles Championships Lewiston, ME All Day
Adam Attas (So.), Casey Blythe (Fr.), David Maldow (So.), Dan Myers (So.), Matt Naftilian (Sr.), Rafael Roberti (Sr.), Jake Schneider (Fr.), Peter Vale (So.), Joe Vasoolntara (Sr.), Andrew Wang (Fr.), Tripp Weber (Jr.), Larry Wei (Jr.)

The men of the Hopkins Tennis team certainly pack a punch with their rackets. All their running on the court certainly help maintain them in shape. When they hit the ball across the net, they certainly hit it with force. These guys aren’t gonna give their opponents a chance to catch them off guard- they are always on the lookout for any surprises.
These girls congratulate each other on getting the job done.

The girl pictured below is concentrating on hitting the ball over the net and hoping that she can get a point.

Ellen Berlinghof (So.), Anita Bhamidipati (So.), Debbie Blass (Jr.), Stephanie Carr (Sr.), Abby Dwyer (Fr.), Yasmine Elamir (Fr.), Dory Giannos (So.), Taylar Green (Fr.), Julia Guarino (Fr.), Alli Lee (Fr.), Brittany Matava (Jr.), Amanda Schubert (So.), Johanna Sheu (Jr.), Jib Vsoontara (So.)

These girls make leaps and bounds in order to hit the ball across the net. They're hoping that they reach the ball in time and that they are able to make it clear across the net with no problem.
Women's Tennis

Stats:
09/29/07 vs. Desales Baltimore, MD W, 9-0
10/05/07 Centennial Conference Invitational Lancaster, PA All Day
10/06/07 Centennial Conference Invitational Lancaster, PA All Day
10/07/07 Centennial Conference Invitational Lancaster, PA All Day
03/13/08 at Gettysburg College Gettysburg, PA W, 9-0
03/17/08 at Florida Tech Melbourne, FL W, 6-3
03/18/08 at Flagler St. Augustine, FL W, 5-4
03/21/08 vs. Muhlenberg Baltimore, MD W, 6-3
03/25/08 vs. Swarthmore Baltimore, MD W, 9-0
03/29/08 vs. Franklin & Marshall Baltimore, MD W, 8-1
04/02/08 at Dickinson Carlisle, PA W, 9-0
04/05/08 at Haverford Haverford, PA W, 8-1
04/06/08 at Carnegie Mellon Pittsburgh, PA L, 7-2
04/08/08 vs. Washington (Md.) Baltimore, MD W, 5-2
04/12/08 at Bryn Mawr Bryn Mawr, PA W, 9-0
04/16/08 at McDaniel College Westminster, MD W, 9-0
04/19/08 vs. Ursinus Baltimore, MD W, 7-2
04/20/08 vs. Washington & Lee Fredericksburg, VA L, 7-2
04/22/08 vs. Mary Washington Baltimore, MD L, 6-3
Centennial Conference Tournament
04/25/08 vs. Washington (Md.) Baltimore, MD W, 5-1
04/27/08 vs. Swarthmore Baltimore, MD W, 5-3
NCAA Tournament
05/02/08 vs. Cabrini Fredericksburg, VA W, 5-0
05/03/08 vs. TCNJ Fredericksburg, VA W, 5-1
05/04/08 vs. Mary Washington Fredericksburg, VA L, 5-2
Track and Field

Stats:

MEN'S:
09/01/07 Baltimore Metro Invitational 1st/7 (19 pts.)
09/15/07 vs. NYU Invitational 2nd/23 (116 pts.)
09/28/07 vs. Paul Short Invitational 2nd of 39 (148 pts.)
10/06/07 vs. Dickinson Invitational Tied 1st of 21 (20 pts.)
10/13/07 Gettysburg Invitational 7th/15 (231 pts.)
vs. Lewis & Clark Pioneer Open 4th/7 (78 pts.)
10/27/07 vs. Centennial Conference Championships 3rd/9 (84 pts.)
11/10/07 vs. NCAA Mideast Regional Championships 5th/41 (185 points)
11/17/07 NCAA Championship No Team Score

WOMEN'S:
09/01/07 Baltimore Metro Invitational 2nd/8 (31 pts.)
09/15/07 vs. NYU Invitational 3rd/24 (105 pts.)
09/28/07 vs. Paul Short Invitational 35th of 47 (867 pts.)
10/06/07 vs. Dickinson Invitational 5th of 20 (54 pts.)
10/13/07 Gettysburg Invitational 7th/14 (193 pts.)
vs. Lewis & Clark Pioneer Open 2nd/7 (69 pts.)
10/27/07 vs. Centennial Conference Championships 3rd/10 (81 pts.)
11/10/07 vs. NCAA Mideast Regional Championships 3rd/37 (136 points)
11/17/07 @ NCAA Division III Championships 29th (660 points)
The Track and Field team has a group of very dedicated people. When competing or pushing their bodies to the limit to try and be the best- they are very concentrated. Their concentration allows them to push their bodies to be the best they can be at their particular sporting event.
This girl reaches back before serving the ball. The team come together to support each other in the hopes of a win.

Rhea Alexander (So.), Taryn Segal (Fr.), Natalia Fijalkowski (Sr.), Alicia Diehl (Fr.), K.C. Stingl (Fr.), Kristen Kozieński (So.), Brittnay Zimmer (Fr.), Katie Buckheit (So.), Amanda Lewis (Jr.), Katie Kings (Fr.), Kim Jackanich (Jr.), Adrienne Young (Jr.), Allison Cappelaere (So.), Sarah Ratzenberger (Jr.), Fiorella Castillo (Jr.), Amanda Gray (So.), Alex Zenoff (So.), Abby Wakefield (So.)

These girls dive low in order to tap the ball. They are always in position, ready for anything that awaits.
Stats:
ASICS/Hopkins Volleyball Invitational
09/31/07 vs. UMass-Boston Goldfarb Gymnasium W, 3-0
09/31/07 vs. UMass-Boston Goldfarb Gymnasium W, 3-0
09/31/07 vs. Mt. St. Mary's Goldfarb Gymnasium W, 3-0
09/31/07 at Eastern St. Davids, PA L, 3-0
Battlefield Classic
09/07/07 vs. Catholic Gettysburg, PA W, 3-0
09/07/07 vs. Messiah Gettysburg, PA L, 3-0
09/07/07 at Salisbury Goldfarb Gymnasium W, 3-0
University of Scranton Tournament
09/14/07 vs. Wilkes Scranton, PA W, 3-0
09/14/07 vs. Rowan Scranton, PA W, 3-0
09/15/07 at Mt. Aloysius Scranton, PA W, 3-0
09/19/07 vs. Salisbury Scranton, PA W, 3-0
Salisbury Invitational
09/21/07 vs. New Jersey City Salisbury, MD L, 3-1
09/22/07 vs. Gettysburg College Salisbury, MD W, 3-0
09/26/07 vs. Richard Stockton Salisbury, MD W, 3-0
09/29/07 at Haverford Haverford, PA L, 3-0
10/03/07 vs. Gettysburg College Goldfarb Gymnasium W, 3-1
10/06/07 at Swarthmore Swarthmore, PA W, 3-0
10/06/07 at Franklin & Marshall Lancaster, PA W, 3-1
10/10/07 at Washington Chestertown, MD W, 3-0
10/20/07 vs. Bryn Mawr Goldfarb Gymnasium W, 3-0
10/24/07 vs. McDaniel (Sr. Night) Goldfarb Gymnasium W, 3-1
10/27/07 vs. Ursinus Collegeville, PA W, 3-1
11/02/07 vs. McDaniel College Haverford, PA L, 3-2
ECAC Tournament
11/07/07 vs. FDU-Florham Goldfarb Gymnasium W, 3-0
11/10/07 vs. Washington & Jefferson Pittsburgh, PA W, 3-0
11/11/07 at Carnegie Mellon Pittsburgh, PA L, 3-2
Stats:
Navy Open
09/01/07 vs. MIT Annapolis, MD W, 9-5
vs. St. Francis (NY) Annapolis, MD L, 15-7
09/02/07 vs. Cal Annapolis, MD L, 23-3
vs. Pacific Annapolis, MD L, 11-10
09/07/07 at Air Force USAFA, CO L, 12-6
09/08/07 at Air Force USAFA, CO L, 11-8
at Air Force USAFA, CO W, 12-9
09/15/07 at Bucknell Lewisburg L, 11-9
09/20/07 at Princeton Princeton W, 12-11
ECAC Championships
09/29/07 vs. St. Francis (NY) Lewisburg, PA L, 15-8
09/29/07 vs. Harvard Lewisburg, PA W, 13-11
09/30/07 vs. Brown Lewisburg, PA W, 6-5
10/02/07 vs. George Washington Baltimore W, 13-6
Claremont Convergence Tournament
10/05/07 vs. La Verne Claremont, CA W, 10-9
at Claremont-Mudd-Scripps Claremont, CA W, 8-5
10/06/07 vs. UC Santa Cruz Claremont, CA W, 11-6
vs. Redlands Claremont, CA L, 9-6
10/10/07 vs. Navy Baltimore L, 11-8
10/19/07 vs. Princeton Baltimore W, 12-4
10/20/07 vs. Bucknell Baltimore L, 12-9
10/21/07 vs. Brown Annapolis, MD L, 9-8
vs. Harvard Annapolis, MD W, 9-5
at Navy Annapolis, MD L, 11-7
Southern Championships
11/03/07 vs. Penn State Behrend Annapolis, MD W, 15-4
11/03/07 vs. Mercyhurst Annapolis, MD W, 13-9
11/04/07 vs. George Washington Annapolis, MD W, 6-5
at Navy Annapolis, MD L, 11-7
Eastern Championships
11/16/07 at Harvard Cambridge, MA L, 9-7
11/17/07 vs. Bucknell Cambridge, MA L, 8-11
11/18/07 vs. Iona Cambridge, MA W, 9-6

These guys reach up high into the water to pass the ball to their teammates and also to keep it away from the other team.
Chris Hutchens (Jr.), Andrew McTammany (Sr.), Jeremy Selbst (Fr.), Kyle Gertridge (So.), Arya Zarinsaf (So.), Jamie Neuwirth (So.), Reid Fox (So.), Chris Hanson (Jr.), Sean McCreery (Sr.), Peter Davis (Jr.), Bennett Givens (Fr.), Peter Sauerhoff (So.), Brady Sieber (Sr.), Alex Bond (Jr.), Joey Jankiewicz (Sr.), Jesse Fox (Jr.), Chris Rochester (Jr.), Antonio Aguilera (So.), M.G. Gonzalez (So.), Josh Kratz (Jr.), Chris Hemmerle (Sr.), John Barrett (Fr.), Jonathon Charny (Fr.), Michael de Lyon (Fr.), Charles Rose (Fr.)

The members of the Waterpolo come together to show team spirit before heading out into the water. These waterpolo players are battling to win this game.

This guy is defending the goal from any possible members of the opposite team that may try and score.
Hopkins wrestlers size up their competition. These wrestlers use different techniques in order to take their opponent down.

These guys are making sure that they stay on top of things. They're not gonna give their opponents the chance to get away.
Wrestling

Stats:
11/03/07 Messiah Open Grantham, PA
2nd/6 (96 pts.)
11/14/07 vs. Elizabethtown Goldfarb Gymnasium L, 24-21
11/17/07 Red Dragon Invitational Oneonta, NY 5th/12 (105.5 pts.)
11/30/07 Petrofes Invitational Grantham, PA 8th/13 (41.5 pts.)
12/01/07 Petrofes Invitational Grantham, PA 7/13 (57 pts.)
12/08/07 at Messiah Grantham, PA L, 23-19
SUNY-Morrisville Grantham, PA W, 37-4 vs. York (Pa.) Grantham, PA L, 24-19
North/South Duals
01/05/08 vs. Delaware Valley Collegeville, PA L, 35-4 vs. Wesleyan Collegeville, PA L, 22-14 vs. Wilkes Collegeville, PA L, 41-7 vs. Wisconsin-La Crosse Collegeville, PA L, 49-0
01/12/08 NWCA National Duals Cedar Falls, IA TBA
01/13/08 NWCA National Duals Cedar Falls, IA TBA
02/02/08 Centennial Conference Tournament Collegeville, PA 4th/8 (45 pts.)
03/07/08 vs. NCAA Championship Cedar Rapids, IA 33rd place (6 pts.)
03/08/08 NCAA Championship Cedar Rapids, IA 35th (6 pts.)
Organizations
Acapella Groups

These ladies and gentlemen who sing in the acapella groups at Hopkins have a lot of heart. And it definitely shines through their music.
The variety of musical genres available for Hopkins students to sing with is astounding. Everything from beatboxing to gospel to modern music. These students are not only dedicated to their studies, but to expressing their emotions through song. These students take the extra time out of their studies to expand their vocal abilities and provide entertainment to not only Hopkins students, but to all those who attend their concerts.
Acapella groups are definitely a big part of campus life. Mostly because of the variety of groups in existence at Hopkins. There are co-ed as well as single sex acapella groups. There are groups that sing modern music, classical Indian songs, gospel music, and so much more. After long hours spent hard at work, singing in a group provides these Hopkins students exactly what they need— a relaxation method. Both the members of the groups and regular Hopkins students certainly enjoy hearing the vocal stylings of all the acapella groups found on campus.
Acapella concerts given by their peers are a favorite weekend activity to attend by Hopkins students. At concerts you can find not only fans of music, but fans of the singers themselves. Friends come out to support the singing students. Fun times are had by all.

These guys are really singing their hearts out. All for the love of making music.
Hopkins students come from a variety of backgrounds. A variety of multicultural groups available at Hopkins provide students the opportunity to further their cultural horizons. These groups provide forum in which students can come together to learn and actually put into practice something they have learned about a different (or sometimes their own) culture.

Hopkins students are not only intellectually curious, but culturally curious as well. In the same way that students come together in the classroom to learn about a particular subject, students come together in these groups to learn. The multicultural group experience at Hopkins is rather unique because these groups are not only open to those belonging to a particular culture, but to anyone who is interested in becoming more involved in this culture, or learning about it.
Students really enjoy seeing their peers in a completely different way. The multicultural groups present at Hopkins provide a medium through which students can experience a different culture. It almost resembles studying abroad- without the huge dent to your pocketbook.

Students belonging to these groups often are very enthusiastic. They want to show part of their culture to other Hopkins students.
Dance groups at Hopkins bring students together to enjoy the activity of dance.

Students not only learn about a particular type of dance, but they enjoy being in the company of their peers, and overall—just having a good time.

A variety of dance groups at Hopkins give students ample opportunities to be a part of a dance group. Hopkins students not only put forth a lot of work in their academics, but also in their extracurriculars. For this reason, Hopkins dancers are certain
Dance Groups

Some unique dance opportunities such as the Modern Dance group and Egyption Sun Dancing are all a part of the dancing opportunities available at Hopkins.

Hopkins dancers love to go on stage and show off all of the hard work they've put into their dance moves. Hopkins students also like to see their peers in a new light.
Dancers at Hopkins certainly have a flair about them that is unique.

While there are a variety of dance groups at Hopkins from different genres of dance, they all have one thing in common: love of dance.
Hopkins students work their hardest in order to perfect their techniques.
The Lady Birds are a dance troupe that attend athletic events in order to "pump up" the crowd. I guess you could say that they are like Hopkins version of cheerleaders. However, the Lady Birds have something that cheerleaders don't necessarily have—dancing abilities. These girls have many practices to make sure that they are on point for their performances.
These Lady Birds are talented not only as individuals, but as a team. They must work together and practice regularly in order to achieve the synchronization that they are known for in their dancing.
A variety of opportunities are available for students. Everything from dance, theatre, art, and music are available for students at Hopkins. Even within these genres of art, there are a wide variety of options available for anyone wishing to pursue the performing arts. Whether it's something you want to pursue as a hobby or as something more, you can find it at Hopkins.
Lights, Camera, Action!
Performing Arts at Hopkins

All of the dance groups at Hopkins provide students with unique opportunities to enjoy the art of dance.

Students come out in full force to see their peers in the performing arts.
Student Life
During move in time, many parents decide to stay for a few days before sending off their children into the wide world of collegiate study. There are a variety of sights in Baltimore that students and parents visit. The Baltimore Museum of Art is free to students and open to the public. To have a museum adjacent to the grounds of a college campus is certainly a treat for art lovers.
Upon arriving on campus, freshman are wide-eyed and not really sure where they are going or what they are supposed to do next. A variety of activities, both planned and recommended, are provided to the new freshman upon their arrival. One of the important rites of passage for a freshmen is the walk up to AMR I to receive their J-card and their room key. There is a lot of significance in a room key that most freshmen don't really realize at the moment. This key is not only their key to their room, but to the door of their future.

Students arrive on campus, unsure perhaps of where they are heading or where they are going in life. When they get that key, they know what they are doing. They are freshmen at Hopkins, they are going to attend classes, and hopefully get along with their roommate. This is the key that unlocks all of the options and possibilities at Hopkins. This is the key to their new home. A home that they will share with others while living on campus. This is the key to the start of an entirely different way of living. No longer are they just sheltered high schoolers- they are college students. Responsible young adults who must choose where they are going to go on in life. This is an incredibly exciting time in a person's life. The transition from a teenager to a young adult. Students are eager, excited, unsure, and not aware of where their life will take them. But they do know one thing, they are ready for anything.

Students arrive at Hopkins in planes, trains, and automobiles.
Once arriving on campus, students have a variety of activities that they can attend (like Playfair) that will help ease them into this shocking experience. Moving away from home to a strange place and living with strange people is definitely an adjustment to make. Most students adjust well after a few weeks of just trying to get into the groove of things.
Orientation is, literally, a time to orient the freshmen into this new atmosphere that they have thrown themselves into. Freshmen have the opportunity to start completely fresh when they arrive on campus. They don't very many, if any, of their peers, high school is in the past, and they have the opportunity of a lifetime. They can make the most of the situation they are in and succeed in life.

Orientation is but a glimpse into the lives of these freshmen who will become upperclassmen who will become graduates and become (hopefully) productive members of society who are actually making a difference in the world.

Welcome to the freshmen class- and the best of luck in everything. Just remember, work hard, never give up, and do the best that you can.

Playfair provides Hopkins students with the opportunity to come together with their new classmates to just have a good time. Games and other activities are played in the gym and provide an opportunity for the new freshmen to get to know each other in a comfortable setting.
This unique service opportunity brings together the freshman class for the first time to accomplish a specific goal. They want to make a difference.

Students worked from morning till early afternoon to make a difference.

Hopkins students performed a variety of services. From painting old buildings, to planting. Students help to beautify the community that they are going to spend the next four years in.
"Involved" is an opportunity for the freshman class to come together and make an impact on the Baltimore community. While these students may be exhausted after moving in all of their belongings, they still have enough energy to provide service to those that need it. These students spend an entire day at various volunteer sites.
These students step out on the runway. These students show up and give their fiercest walk. Students enjoy their brief moment in the spotlight.

President Brody attends the Top Model event which raises money for various charitable organizations. The Top Model event is a good time for students to walk out on the catwalk and use their confidence on the runway to bring in some money for those who really need it.
These students bring their confidence to the stage for a good cause. Not only the models enjoy themselves, but all those that attend the show. Friends come out to cheer on their fashion divas.

A variety of fashion styles are present on the runway. Everything from prep, funky, gothic, and classic looks. Young students at Hopkins not only worry about finals and papers - they've got some interest in their looks and the way in which they present themselves to others. By keeping up with the latest trends and styles, Hopkins students stay fashion forward.
Students are eager to show their stuff on stage at the Culture Show.

The multicultural groups on campus practice for months in order to be ready for this big show.

Students come to watch these performers show a part of their culture.
Culture Show

Hopkins is renowned across the world for its academics. For this reason, many students from abroad attend Hopkins. This high number of international students certainly makes for a more varied student body. However, it is not only these international students that diversify Hopkins life. Students attending Hopkins come from a variety of backgrounds.

The Culture Show is an annual showcase of multicultural groups. The multicultural groups present at Hopkins are quite varied. The Culture Show provides a stage on which all of these groups can come together in front of their peers to show what they can do. The Culture Show also provides students with a unique opportunity to view some traditions of a variety of cultures that perhaps they might not have seen otherwise.
More Culture Show Performances
Capoeira, a Brazilian art form utilizing dance and the martial arts, is one of the more unique opportunities available at Hopkins. Don't worry- lots of practice goes into this performance and no one gets hurt. They do have some pretty awesome moves though.

Some less dramatic performances are showcased at the Culture Show. These performances bring a feeling of serenity and peace with them. Students definitely enjoy a nice break from all of the excitement during the Culture Show.

The variety at the Culture Show is definitely what draws students to attend. Not only are these performances that some Hopkins students aren't even aware of, they are performed by groups of talented and passionate students.
Every year, at the beginning of the month of December, the entire Homewood campus is brightly lit with lights to celebrate the holiday season. Students come out (even though it's freezing cold) to watch the campus light up.

Students then walk around the campus to take in the general splendor of seeing the campus in a different light than usual. Freshmen in particular are surprised by how just a few lights around campus can bring such a different atmosphere to the campus.
Good friends enjoying the snow that fell during the Lighting of the Quad. Free hot chocolate and donuts were served. Good friends, food, snow, beautiful lights around campus- what more could a student ask for?

Lighting of the Quad

Students come out to see the lighting of the quad. These students however are in for a surprise, because not only do they get to see the spectacle of the lighting of the quad, but they also get a show. Acapella groups come out to join in celebrating the holiday season with song.
Academics
Gilman Reconstruction

A construction worker provides some members of Hopkins an opportunity to come into the Gilman construction site, to check on the progress being made in the renovation of the building.

Hopkins students will have to wait a few years before their beloved hut is reopened. The Hut was a large room available in Gilman for students to study, hold meetings, or do group projects together anytime of the day, 24/7. The Hut provides a relaxed atmosphere for students to study in. For now though, Hopkins students will all go the MSE library which has graciously agreed to stay open 24/7 in order to facilitate those late night cramming sessions.
One of the major changes going on on-campus is the renovation of the Gilman building. This building's clock tower has become a symbol of Hopkins. It is a way in which freshman can orient themselves in the first few days of being on campus. Currently, Gilman is undergoing some much needed renovation. In a few years, Hopkins students will have a building that is better able to facilitate the growing number of needs of the students. We are all eager to see what is in store for this old building.
Students like to discuss class materials with their peers so they can exchange ideas about the subject and perhaps get some insight they didn't have before.

Teachers at Hopkins utilize modern technology to relate their material to their students.

Students certainly appreciate this use of modern technology. Notes made by the teacher are more readily available, and students are better able to focus on the actual words coming out of their professor's mouths as opposed to just trying to jot down all the facts.

All of a student's work is not only in class- but outside the classroom as well.
While all of the buildings at Hopkins have their characteristic brick and white marble appearance, what is actually going on in these buildings is much more varied. Everything from analyzing poetry by Shakespeare, understanding chiral molecules, differential equations, and the fall of the Roman Empire.

Students enjoy a variety of subjects at Hopkins which help to enrich their minds. Both scientific and mathematic courses and social science and humanities courses are needed to produce a well-rounded individual. Hopkins students are lucky enough to have both of these areas be especially strong at Hopkins.
Classroom Fun

Students make their way to classes all over the scenic Hopkins campus.
Students spend a good portion of their week in class. Whether it's listening to a professor give a lecture, participating in discussion sections, or going in the lab- class is a huge part of any students' life. Students diligently listen and take notes either using traditional pen and paper, or a popular trend is to bring your laptop to class. Many students can type faster than they can write, so bringing a laptop to class is really an advantage because they are then better able to concentrate and organize all of the information they receive in class.

Students know that their professors are experts on the subject they are learning about. So, they are listening intently so they can learn the most from their professors.
A student's walk to class is almost like a journey with several pit stops. Initially you walk out the door, head towards class. Usually, you run into a friend on the way to class- stop and chat. Stop by Levering or Cafe Q for a cup of coffee so you can be alert for class. Finally, you have reached your destination. During class, students engage with professors and TAs to improve their minds.

Everyday, hundreds of students cross the Quad on their way to class. At times, the Quad can seem like a road. There is certainly traffic during busy times such as mornings and lunch hour. Also, it is definitely a path leading to somewhere. The destination for these students is knowledge and growth. By attending classes and just being a part of college life- they experience tremendous growth that will determine what kind of people they become in the world.
Of course, while engaging with faculty is important. Sometimes, just sitting and listening is an important part of learning. Once students have information presented to them, they can go to either the library or to their room, to let the ideas they learned about in class stew. So they can come up with some analytical thoughts about the subject.
While students certainly spend lots of time in the classroom, much of their time is also spent either in the library, common areas, or in their own rooms studying. A favorite place to study is—of course—the library. Only at Hopkins is the library a social center where friends meet up. Cafe Q is a popular hangout for coffee and study snacks.
Teachers are more than willing to help their students. They are especially eager to have their students become highly engaged in the material. The passion that teachers have for a subject is definitely a source of inspiration for students.

Students are eager to learn from their peers and professors. For this reason, Hopkins students certainly hang on to every word that is said during both lectures and discussion sections.
FRESHMAN: As freshman first arriving onto the Hopkins campus, they are full excitement. They don't know what awaits them, but whatever it is, they are certainly ready for it. They meet challenges that they may have never faced before, but they have a bright spirit that helps them overcome anything that is thrown at them.

SOPHOMORES: As more experienced than the freshmen, now they better understand the path that will lead them to success at Hopkins. They are eager to learn and ever ready for the challenges that face them.

JUNIORS: Now upperclassmen, juniors have moved beyond their first arrival at Hopkins and are dedicated students actively involved in campus life.
The Journey
Freshman to Senior

Hopkins students arrive wide-eyed, unknowing, and eager to learn. Through their time at Hopkins, they grow as people. These students transform from young teenagers into young adults ready for the world. Hopkins prepares these students, not only through academia, but in other ways. Through clubs and organizations, students learn more about what interests them and how they can pursue it. Through campus life, students make connections with each other that will last a lifetime. Finally, through academia, students pursue their academic interests that will most likely determine the field they enter into upon graduation.

Students' time at Hopkins is full of learning about a variety of subjects, about life, and about themselves. This journey is filled with bumps and stops along the way. Challenging courses, late nights spent studying, and so many other memories made at Hopkins will stay with these students for a lifetime.

SENIORS: Seasoned veterans in the ways of Hopkins, these students are preparing to enter the world very soon. They are excited to begin their new journeys along whatever path it may be. The path of a senior culminates with Graduation.
Graduating Hopkins Students receive their diplomas from Hopkins officials. This young man is playing it cool on his graduation day. The man below shakes President Brody's hand while receiving his diploma. There is an obvious smile on his face. This has been the culmination of his years at Hopkins.
Commencement marks an important milestone for all graduating undergraduates. It marks the time where some will enter the work force, some will enter into further education and receive masters or doctorates in a certain field. But most importantly, it marks the end of four years of hard work. Four years of dedication. Four years of fun, friends that became more like family, and a time of personal growth. Commencement marks not only the end of four years of study at Hopkins, but four years where one transformed from a wide-eyed teenager into a young adult. Congratulations to the Graduating Class of 2007!
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Advance Your Career

As you enter the workforce, remember that your alma mater has a solution to help you stay ahead of the pack or further explore your passion. Johns Hopkins Advanced Academic Programs offers flexible, part-time master's degree programs at three convenient campuses and online.

MASTER'S DEGREES

- Applied Economics
- Biotechnology
- Biotechnology/MBA
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- Communication
- Communication/MBA
- Environmental Sciences and Policy
- Government
- Government/MBA
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...by providing every patient with an exceptional health-care experience.
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...by valuing our staff as our most powerful asset.
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Ranked #129 on the 2007 Engineering News Record’s listing of the Top 500 Design Firms; RK&K provides services to an array of Federal, State, and local clients.

RK&K offers a challenging environment for professionals seeking success. We have exciting opportunities for energetic and aspiring professionals to become part of our team that offers planning and design services for a wide variety of projects throughout Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, North Carolina, Florida, West Virginia, Delaware and the District of Columbia.

RK&K offers excellent compensation, full medical benefits, tuition reimbursement and 401(k) retirement plan.

If you want to be part of RK&K’s Tradition of Excellence and work on exciting projects, please send a cover letter and resume to Troy Gwin, Senior Technical Recruiter.
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- 35 Convenient Locations thru-out Baltimore
- Maintenance Free Lifestyle
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3339 N. Charles St.
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The thinnest, lightest ThinkPad® yet, the X300 is made with material used in airplanes and Formula One race cars. It's just what you need to send your grades soaring.
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FOR 18 YEARS YOU’VE STRESSED THE IMPORTANCE OF COLLEGE. YOU SHOULDN’T HAVE TO STRESS ABOUT PAYING FOR IT.

Student Loans from Bank of America.

After all you’ve done for them over the years, now it’s our turn to lend a hand. We offer student loans for all grade levels and areas of study. Our free e-learning tool lets parents and students build a payment plan to manage costs. Plus, our knowledgeable Student Loan Specialists are available to help you through the process. So take this opportunity to relax, and let Bank of America take the worry out of college tuition.

Visit bankofamerica.com/studentloans or call 1.800.344.8382 to learn more.
A DISTINGUISHED CAREER CAN START WITH OUR SCHOLARSHIP.

If you'd like to begin a health care career that sets you apart from your peers, consider the U.S. Army. Through the F. Edward Hébert Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program, students can receive full tuition for a professional degree in medicine, dentistry, veterinary studies, clinical and counseling psychology, or optometry.

The program offers:

- Full tuition at an accredited school acceptable to the Surgeon General
- Reimbursement for books, nonexpendable equipment, and some academic fees
- A monthly stipend of more than $1,600
- Expert training alongside dedicated U.S. Army health care professionals

To learn more, call Sgt. 1st Class Nicholas Miceli at 877-226-6144, email nicholas.miceli@usarec.army.mil, or visit us at healthcare.goarmy.com.

©2007. Paid for by the United States Army. All rights reserved.
Morgan Properties congratulates JHU Graduates
Now Pre Leasing for Fall 2008/2009 Season

Belvedere Towers, The Marylander, The Carlyle and Willowbrook are conveniently located just 10 minutes from downtown Baltimore and Johns Hopkins University. Nearby you’ll find shopping and dining. All three properties are close to public transportation and the Light Rail. Come in for a tour and allow one of our award winning leasing professionals to help you reserve your new home!

**The Marylander**

Studios, 1 & 2 BR’s $711 - $1400
3501 St. Paul St.
Baltimore, MD 21218
Phone: 410-235-7829
marylanderleasing@morgan-properties.com

**The Carlyle**

Studios, 1, 2, 3 & 4 BR’s $706 - $1800
500 West University Pkwy.
Baltimore, MD 21210
Phone: 410-467-9890
carlyleleasing@morgan-properties.com

**Belvedere Towers**

1, 2 & 3 BR’s $730 - $1400
1190 West Northern Pkwy.
Baltimore, MD 21210
Phone: 410-433-7100
belvedereleasing@morgan-properties.com

**Willowbrook**

1, 2 & 3 BR’s $710 - $1160
6310 Greenspring Ave.
Baltimore, MD 21209
Phone: 410-764-0500
willowbrookleasing@morgan-properties.com

- Great for Roommates
- Close to Public Transportation, Bus & Light Rail
- Minutes to Inner Harbor
- Pet Friendly
- New Kitchens & Baths in Process
- Fitness Center
- Pool

- Washer & Dryer Available
- 30-Day Satisfaction Guarantee
- Job Transfer & Military Leases Available
- 24-Hour Emergency Maintenance
- Professionally Managed by Morgan Properties
- Furnished Suites Available 1-800-397-STAY
- Pay Rent Online

MORGAN SUITES OFFERS SHORT TERM FURNISHED HOUSING AT THESE LOCATIONS WITH A MINIMUM STAY OF 30 DAYS. Our executive suites include furniture, kitchen and linens package, phone, cable, utilities and high speed internet. Contact us for more information today @ 800-397-7829.

WWW.MORGSUITES.COM
Credit unions are not-for-profit financial institutions owned by their members that are usually able to offer better rates and lower fees than for-profit organizations. Check out Hopkins' credit union today to see how we can help you reach your financial destinations.

ARE YOU READY FOR THE ROAD AHEAD?

THE JOHNS HOPKINS FEDERAL CREDIT UNION has been helping Hopkins community members plan for their financial goals for more than 35 years. Let us help you with:

- Saving for future investments, like a home or business
- Financing large purchases, like a car or graduate education
- Managing your day-to-day funds, with online banking and bill payment and more than 26,000 surcharge-free ATMs nationwide

Credit unions are not-for-profit financial institutions owned by their members that are usually able to offer better rates and lower fees than for-profit organizations. Check out Hopkins' credit union today to see how we can help you reach your financial destinations.

Graduation 1/2 yr
First Home 7 yrs
Family 10 yrs
Retirement 44 yrs

www.jhfcu.org
Before you ask us to change your copiers, printers, scanners, or fax machines, we’d like to change the way you think about them.

Call IKON, and you might never look at your office the same way again. Working with IKON, you may learn that the addition, elimination, relocation, or replacement of equipment can make your business more efficient. Whether it’s financing one copier, setting up a high-volume internal copy center, or implementing enterprise-wide document management solutions, whom you buy from, as well as who services and supports your equipment, are key issues. And as the world’s largest independent document services and equipment provider, IKON offers product lines from leading manufacturers including Canon, Ricoh, and HP, so we can tailor a solution that addresses all of your needs.

Copiers □ Printers □ Service □ Outsourcing □ Financing
1-888-ASK IKON □ WWW.IKON.COM

To learn how IKON can help your office be more efficient visit IKON.com/choice.

9 Park Center Drive □ Owings Mills, MD 21117 □ 410-581-1112 □ Toll-free: 888-215-4566

RADIOLOGY

American Radiology Services, Inc., a leader in medical imaging services, is

SCANNING
THE REGION.

American Radiology Services, Inc., a leader in the delivery of comprehensive medical imaging services, uses state-of-the-art equipment and the most advanced information systems to achieve dependable diagnoses. Investing in technology strengthens our reputation among doctors and patients, and provides employees with the experience and education to move forward in their careers. With locations throughout Maryland, and increasing expansion, we are always searching for experienced technicians and recent grads in the following modalities and opportunities:

MRI • CT • PET • Musculoskeletal/Sports Medicine 3-D Reconstruction • Nuclear Medicine & Cardiology
DEXA • Mammography & Breast Imaging • Ultrasound • Fluoroscopy • Radiography • Neuro-Radiology

Pediatric Radiology • Patient Service Coordinators • Patient Schedulers • Film Librarians • Medical Billing
Technologist Assistants • Marketing Reps • Medical Transcriptionists • Finance • Human Resources

Please visit: www.AmericanRadiology.com or reply to:
ARS, Inc., c/o Recruiting Specialist, 1838 Greene Tree Road, #450, Baltimore, MD 21208. Email: arsrecruit@americanradiology.com. Fax: 410-602-9005. EOE M/F/DV

NO ON-CALL, NO WEEKENDS! We competitive salaries, benefits & bonuses; plus Uniform, CEU, Recertification and Licensure Allowances!
Bilingual candidates are encouraged to apply.
Riggs, Counselman, Michaels & Downes, Inc.

is a proud supporter of

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

Since 1885, RCM&D continues to deliver unparalleled insurance administration, brokerage and consulting services. A wide range of companies have depended on our expertise to manage their business risk for more than a century.

www.rcmd.com

Baltimore (HQ) • Metro-Washington DC • Greater Richmond Virginia-Tidewater • Central Pennsylvania

Open yourself to knowledge.
As a student, you had the University's vast library collection at your fingertips. Much of it is still within your reach. Hundreds of publications, reference materials, and academic journals. All online, all a benefit of your Alumni Association Membership.

Open your world to Hopkins KnowledgeNET

Log on today at alumni.jhu.edu

Alumni
The Johns Hopkins University Alumni Association
On behalf of the patients in our community, thank you for

**Saving Lives**

Samantha Cohen (with her mother, Kelley Cohen),
Blood Recipient

Judi Rose, Blood Recipient

Karen Mahoney, Blood Recipient

Irene Setzer, Blood Recipient

Every Day.

1-800-GIVE LIFE | www.my-redcross.org

---

**STUDENT CHECKING.**

**A PRACTICAL APPLICATION**

**FOR COLLEGE ECONOMICS.**

Major in finance and free stuff with free unlimited check writing, free check card with rewards program, free online banking with bill payment, free telephone banking, plus free initial order of checks. All without any minimum balance or monthly fees. And we even waive our fee for using non-Susquehanna ATMs. Now there's an intelligent answer for any student.

Susquehanna Bank

susquehanna.net / 800.228.2265

A smarter way to money.

---

**Inn At The Colonnade**

**Baltimore**

A DOUBLETREE HOTEL

All New Guest Suites with Fine Amenities and Suberb Service

Awards Winning
Spice Restaurant, Charm City Cupcakes and Starbucks

Winner of the Environmental Quality Achievement Award

4 WEST UNIVERSITY PKWY • BALTIMORE

410.235.5400 • WWW.COLONNADEBALTIMORE.COM
Closing

Oftentimes, we go through life too quickly and never stop to take a look around. Our lives, particularly those of college students, are always on the move. Attending classes, going to work, spending time with friends, and somehow at the end of the day, still finding time to study for midterms and write papers. The theme of this yearbook was "freeze frame". In this book, we tried to just put those hectic moments on pause. All of the running around on campus was just put on pause. By just pausing a moment or an event, we can further grasp what that event indicates. For example, sitting in class for students can seem like just another day. However, when you put that moment on pause, there is something much more important going on. Students are posing questions, analyzing, enriching their education, and becoming involved in the material.

We should all just stop—take a breath— and look around us. We might notice something that we didn't see before. The silver lining. These things that we don't notice, are perhaps the most important. We go through life so quickly that we may not appreciate the things in life that are good, and only look at the negative. Whether it's a good friend or family, we can find a new appreciation for these and other things in our lives. Hopefully, you will now find yourself stopping, even for a moment, to just look around, and see where you are. And perhaps, you too will find a new appreciation for those around you and the things in your life.

Elizabeth Ruvalcaba
Editor '11

Special Thanks to the Following in the Production of this book:

Dr. William Smedick, Yearbook Advisor
Chuck Sabia, Jostens Yearbook Representative
Will Kirk, Homewood Photographer
As the war in Iraq passes the four-year mark, tours of duty are lengthened and recruitment standards are relaxed.

To ease the mortgage crisis, the U.S. Senate passes legislation allowing homeowners with delinquent sub-prime mortgages to refinance into federally insured loans.

Several cities in the southeastern U.S. are mere months away from running out of water as drought conditions persist in the region.

Six men are trapped when a Utah coal mine collapses on August 6. Ten days later, the mine collapses again, killing three rescue workers. After four weeks the search ends.

The U.S. Postal Service issues a forever stamp featuring an image of the Liberty Bell. It will always be valid for first class postage on envelopes weighing one ounce or less.

During televised debates, Democratic and Republican presidential candidates answer tough questions submitted by voters via YouTube.

The Nobel Peace Prize is awarded to former Vice President Al Gore and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, represented by Dr. Rajendra Pachauri, for their efforts to call attention to global warming.
Schools across the nation are thoroughly disinfected—and some are even shut down—to quell outbreaks of staph infections, including antibiotic-resistant strains.

In late October, Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger declares a state of emergency due to wildfires that burn more than half a million acres in southern California.

American consumers lose their confidence in China's manufacturers when children's toys tainted with lead trigger widespread recalls.

In Littleton, Colorado, construction is completed on the $1.5 million Columbine Memorial to the 13 victims of the 1999 shooting at Columbine High School.

The Nintendo "Wii-nomenon" sweeps the nation as the game console outplays the competition with sales of more than 13 million units.

Writers hit the picket lines and television production is halted for months when the Writers Guild of America goes on strike to protest compensation policies for new media such as iTunes downloads.

On August 1, a six-lane I-35W bridge stretching across the Mississippi River in Minneapolis collapses into the river during the height of the afternoon rush hour.
People around the world cast more than 100 million online votes to determine the New Seven Wonders of the World. The winning wonders are announced at a gala in Lisbon.

More than 150 of the world’s leading music acts perform in concerts staged around the world for Live Earth, a star-studded event to draw attention to the global climate crisis.

The One Laptop Per Child Foundation launches a limited-time “Give One, Get One” program to spur donations of XO $100 laptops to children in developing nations.

Labour Party leader Gordon Brown succeeds Tony Blair as the new Prime Minister of the United Kingdom of Great Britain.

In December, Pakistani opposition leader Benazir Bhutto is assassinated following a political rally in Rawalpindi, Pakistan.

The melting of the Arctic Sea ice spurs an international network of climate scientists to conclude that global warming is indisputable, and that human activity has been causing temperatures to rise since 1950.

Tropical cyclone Sidr is the deadliest storm to hit Bangladesh in a decade. It destroys thousands of homes, ruins crops and forces more than a million villagers to evacuate.
U.S. astronaut Peggy Whitson is the first female commander at the International Space Station.

Black bears make headlines in Utah, Wyoming, and New Mexico as park rangers and wilderness homeowners report raids on backpacks, tents, trash cans and even kitchens.


Using mice, biologists develop a method to reprogram ordinary skin cells into all-purpose stem cells. This discovery is likely to have a positive impact on treatments for a number of diseases.

Crops are threatened when honeybee colonies in the U.S. and Europe suffer from Colony Collapse Disorder, losing up to 70 percent of their bees due to unknown causes.

In a medical experiment, salmonella germs take a ride on the space shuttle. When they return to Earth, the germs are far more lethal than their earthbound counterparts.

An excavation site in Argentina yields the fossilized remains of a previously unknown species of dinosaur, the Futalognkosaurus dukei, measuring more than 105 feet.
Social networking websites continue to surge in popularity. MySpace and Facebook remain dominant as the sites of choice for young people and inspire a host of innovative imitators.

Concerns about overweight dogs and cats hit the headlines. Veterinarians prescribe a regimen of fewer treats, more walks around the neighborhood and no people food.

The healthy growth trend for vitamin waters and other nutrient-boosted consumables continues with the introduction of specialized formulas for immunity, focus and more.

User-generated content grows more popular as network television shows, mainstream musical acts and wannabe media stars join amateur home moviemakers on YouTube. One of the most-watched videos of 2007 features a feline pianist.

Higher prices for coffee beans do not lessen the nation's craving for coffeehouses. Independents and chains alike continue to be popular with younger consumers.

Concerns over the environment and increasing energy costs create a growing consumer demand for energy-saving, long-lasting compact fluorescent light bulbs.

The Apple iPhone, with its revolutionary touch screen, packs mobile phone, camera, iPod, Web browser, email and IM capabilities into a sleek, portable package.
Cute and comfy baby doll jumper tops and dresses with button straps start as a summer trend and morph into fall fashion layered over close-fitting sweaters and matching tights.

The A-line silhouette comes to outerwear, as swingy trapeze coats become one of the year's most surprising fashion must-haves.

Fashion takes a look back to the 1980s with the return of leg warmers, worn as an accessory with short skirts or skinny jeans and fashionable ballet flats or moccasins.

Quilted Vera Bradley handbags and totes sweep college campuses, sororities and high school hallways from coast to coast.

The ubiquitous, slouchy suede Ugg boot is reinvented with cozy knitted uppers that keep toes toasty and add a soft, tweedy, textured look to fall and winter ensembles.

Under Armor athletic apparel is a popular fashion choice for athletes both on and off the field.

Quitsed Vera Bradley handbags and totes sweep college campuses, sororities and high school hallways from coast to coast.

Guys sport patterned hoodies that are worn alone or layered under jackets and blazers for an edgy, urban look.

The ubiquitous, slouchy suede Ugg boot is reinvented with cozy knitted uppers that keep toes toasty and add a soft, tweedy, textured look to fall and winter ensembles.

Stephon Marbury inspires a host of celebrities, including Sarah Jessica Parker and Venus Williams, to battle the high-priced fashion industry by creating their own affordable apparel.

The craze for oversized leather bags—in metallic shades of copper, silver and gold—inspires a trend for matching footwear in daytime and nighttime looks.
Entertainment

The music video game Rock Band is released for Xbox 360 and PlayStation 3. Players perform together in virtual bands, using peripherals to hit notes as they scroll onscreen.

Even after lonelygirl15 is revealed as a fictitious character, her popular storyline continues for a full season as an Internet dramedy series on YouTube and MySpace.

After a two-year format war, Toshiba pulls its HD DVD product out of contention, leaving Sony Blu-ray as the sole next-generation successor to DVD.

Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows, the seventh and final book in the enormously popular series, is released. Its first U.S. print run is a record-breaking 12 million copies.

Large-scale multiplayer online gaming gives rise to virtual worlds where players interact via avatars and the computer-generated environment is similar to the real world.

Bead making makes a comeback as a way to relax and creatively spend time with friends.

The music video game Guitar Hero III: Legends of Rock is released with a soundtrack of 71 playable songs. Slash and other real-life guitarists appear as in-game characters.
Television

The second season of NBC's Heroes continues the adventures of ordinary people with extraordinary powers and reveals more about the shadowy dealings of "The Company."

High School Musical 2 becomes the highest-rated cable broadcast in the nation's history when 17.2 million U.S. viewers tune in to the Disney Channel for its debut.

In the 36th season of CBS's The Price is Right, host Bob Barker retires and comedian Drew Carey takes over the helm at the world's second-longest-running game show.

The NBC drama series Friday Night Lights, about a fictional high school football team, is taped documentary-style, without rehearsals, to give it a more authentic feeling.

On The CW, Blake Lively portrays socialite teen Serena van der Woodsen in Gossip Girl, a drama series that follows the lives of prep school students from New York's Upper East Side.

America Ferrera, who plays Betty Suarez on the popular ABC comedy-drama Ugly Betty, is the first Latina to win the Emmy for Outstanding Lead Actress in a Comedy Series.

ABC's Dancing with the Stars rules the ratings thanks to popular celebrity participants such as Sabrina Bryan of The Cheetah Girls.

Favorite TV Shows:
Shia LaBeouf portrays a teenager who is plunged into a high-tech battle between good and evil alien robots in *Transformers*, a live-action adaptation of the 1980s cartoon series.

*Transformers* takes six years to make. The *Simpsons Movie* finally makes its big-screen debut and is a major hit.

*Disturbia*, a surprise hit thriller about a bored teenager under house arrest who thinks his next-door neighbor may be a notorious serial killer, spends three weeks at the top of the box office.

*No Country for Old Men*, a film adaptation of Cormac McCarthy’s bleak, moody modern western novel. The film receives eight Oscar nominations.

Disney’s *National Treasure: Book of Secrets* nets the third-highest box-office total ever for a Christmas weekend release.

*Atonement* receives seven Golden Globe nominations, including lead acting nods for Keira Knightley and James McAvoy.

*The Great Debaters*, based on the real-life victories of a black debate team in the 1930s, receives eight NAACP Image Award nominations.
In I Am Legend, Will Smith is the last man alive in New York, after a man-made virus wipes out most of the world's population and turns the survivors into dangerous mutants.

Matt Damon reprises his role as amnesiac CIA assassin Jason Bourne for The Bourne Ultimatum, the third film in the Bourne trilogy based on Robert Ludlum's novels.

After a 19-year hiatus, Harrison Ford returns as Steven Spielberg's adventurous archaeologist in Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull.

Tim Burton directs and Johnny Depp stars as the title character in Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet Street, an adaptation of the hit Broadway musical.

Using a combination of live action and animation, Enchanted tells the story of Giselle, a fairy-tale character seeking a "happily ever after" ending in modern-day Manhattan.

Best Picture Oscar Nominations

Atonement

Juno

Michael Clayton

No Country for Old Men

There Will Be Blood
Fall Out Boy headlines the Honda Civic tour, performs at Live Earth concerts and reaches the top of the charts with the release of their album Infinity on High.

British singer Amy Winehouse brings back the beehive and wins five Grammy awards for her work on Back To Black.

Canadian pop singer Feist enjoys soaring sales for her third solo album, The Reminder, after the single “1234” is featured in a commercial for the iPod nano.

Newcomer Sean Kingston tops the U.S. Billboard Hot 100 and Pop 100 with “Beautiful Girls,” his first single from his self-titled debut album.

Rihanna records her third album, Good Girl Gone Bad, featuring Jay-Z and Ne-Yo. She receives six Grammy nominations.

Malibu singer-songwriter Colbie Caillat rises to stardom from MySpace. Her song “Bubbly” garners more than 31 million plays and her CD goes platinum.

Fergie continues to place singles from her triple-platinum solo album, The Dutchess, on the Billboard charts.
Carrie Underwood releases her double-platinum second album, Carnival Ride, and contributes the Oscar-nominated song “Ever Ever After” to the soundtrack for the movie Enchanted.

After facing off at the MTV Music Awards, rapper rivals Kanye West and 50 Cent release albums on September 11 and vie for top sales. Kanye’s Graduation is the victor.


Hip-hop artist T-Pain releases his second album, Epiphany. The album receives four 2008 Grammy nominations and the Vibe 2007 Song of the Year Award.

Radiohead invites listeners and fans to pay whatever they want for a digital download of their highly acclaimed seventh album, In Rainbows. A “discbox” edition, with standard CD and vinyl LP, is released in January 2008.

Radiohead

Hip-hop artist T-Pain

Soulja Boy reaches the top of the Billboard Hot 100 with the single “Crank That (Soulja Boy)” and his distinctive, loose-limbed dance style becomes a nationwide craze.

Punk-pop princess Avril Lavigne releases her third album, The Best Damn Thing, featuring “Girlfriend,” her first No.1 single on the Billboard Top 100.
Tiger Woods achieves his record 14th World Golf Championships win at the WGC-Bridgestone Invitational and claims his 60th PGA Tour win at the BMW Championship.

Norwegian golfer Suzann Pettersen wins five LPGA events including her first major championship in a breakout season.

Former Senator George Mitchell releases a list of Major League Baseball players, including seven MVPs and 31 All-Stars, under investigation for illegal use of steroids and other performance-enhancing drugs.

The American League Champion Boston Red Sox defeat the National League Champion Colorado Rockies in a decisive four-game sweep to capture their second World Series title in four years.

At X-Games 13, Ricky Carmichael wins the first MotoX Racing Circuit, Simon Tebborn does back-to-back 900s in BMX Vert and Jake Brown survives a 40-foot fall.

The veteran San Antonio Spurs, led by Tim Duncan, beat the Cleveland Cavaliers and their young phenom, LeBron James, in a 4-0 sweep to win the 2007 NBA finals.

The LSU Tigers pounce on Ohio State early on their way to a 38-24 victory. LSU is the first two-loss team to compete for and win the BCS National Championship.
Brett Favre of the Green Bay Packers surpasses Dan Marino’s touchdown pass record with number 422. 

2007 NFL MVP Tom Brady of the New England Patriots sets the single regular-season mark for touchdown passes with 50.

The Anaheim Ducks claim their first Stanley Cup, beating the Ottawa Senators in five games for the 2007 NHL championship.

Belgian Justine Henin defeats Russian Svetlana Kuznetsova 6-1, 6-3 to win her second U.S. Open title in New York.

Super Bowl XLII MVP Eli Manning leads the New York Giants on a last-minute scoring drive to upset the heavily favored New England Patriots 17-14, shattering the Patriots' bid for a perfect 19-0 season.

Power hitters Barry Bonds, Frank Thomas, Alex "A-Rod" Rodriguez, Craig Biggio and Jim Thome all achieve home run milestones in their Major League Baseball careers.
In January 2008, Academy Award-nominated actor Heath Ledger, 28, is found dead in his Lower Manhattan apartment from an accidental overdose of prescription medication.

Heartthrob Zac Efron, who came to fame with his performance in the first High School Musical, becomes an even bigger teen star with the release of High School Musical 2.

The Best of Both Worlds tour, starring Miley Cyrus as Hannah Montana, sells out in every city, prompting ticket lotteries, heartbroken fans and scalping scandals.

In January 2008, Academy Award-nominated actor Heath Ledger, 28, is found dead in his Lower Manhattan apartment from an accidental overdose of prescription medication.

Multi-talented star Queen Latifah becomes the latest spokeswoman for Jenny Craig. Her message isn’t about getting skinny, but about losing weight to reduce the risk of Type 2 diabetes.

As Izzy Stevens on ABC’s Grey’s Anatomy, Katherine Heigl is a small-screen star. As Anne Fletcher in the comedy 27 Dresses, she conquers the big screen as well.

At London’s Wembley Stadium, Princes William and Harry host the Concert for Diana to commemorate the tenth anniversary of the death of their mother, the Princess of Wales.

Entertainment Weekly names J.K. Rowling—author of the seven-volume, 4,100-page Harry Potter series of best-selling children’s books—as its Entertainer of the Year.

The Best of Both Worlds tour, starring Miley Cyrus as Hannah Montana, sells out in every city, prompting ticket lotteries, heartbroken fans and scalping scandals.
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